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1. Introduction
Stratospheric trace constituents :aay be detected through
measurements of their infrared vibrational-rotational liner, and
absolute c)lumn abwidanc:es can be determined from the measured line
equivalent widths. If the individual line :.napes are also measured,
an inverse solution of the radiative transfer equation may be found
which yields the density-altitude profile (f'or transient species) or
the terperature-altitude profile (for a uniformly mi xed r,as). Measure-
ments of individual line intensity profiles are very difficult by
conventional spec-troscopic methods, part iciCarly when the <<as i.:;
distributed throughout atmospheric regions havilij, widely different
total pressures. The line profiler will glen ccnsi,.t - f pressure
broadened wings and doppler cores, imposing severe restrictions on the
spectral resolution needed to fully resolve the line. Infrared
heterodyne spectroscopy (IRHS) _s hell suited to atmospheric studies
becau.;e of its 'riicrli specii'ic detection sensitivity and its ultrahigh spectral
resolution (— 5 ",ff tz = .00017 c. - I ) . At tt,ds resolution, individual
line shapes can be measured without significant instrumental distortion
and the an •llysis may be car?_ • ied out ^ r a straightforward manner.
Application of heterodyne spe^:troscopy to stratospheric studies
is still in its devclopinf, stages, and only preliminary attempts at
measurements and s lime feasibility studies have been made (Seals and Peyton,
1975; Seals, 1974; Peyton et al. 1977; :Menzies and Seals, 1077).	 The
purpose of this piper is to 1wesent additional calculations on the
1	
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Ceasibi.lity of IRHS stratospheric compositi r)n measurements, and to
report preliminary measur• emerits and analyses _)f CO,, and 0 j absorption
line: measured with ground-based IRHS systems.
"tratospheric measurements may be carried out either in absorption
(observing the sun or the moon), or in self-emission (observing
atmospheric emission lines directly). Absorption measurements are
intrinsically absolute and the precision is limited by the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) achieved. For solar measurements, the ShN, may be
as high as 100,000, depending upon the volume mixing ratio of the gas,
the strength of the line, the inte"ratiorr time, and the spectral bandwidth
chosen. Lines with optical depths as amall as lb-5 can be measured in this
mode. The expected I TNR's for self-emission are much lower, thus species
investiraced in this mode are limited to those having nearly optically
thick infrared lines.
rhis paper is limited in scope to ground-based solar-absorption
measurements. The basic theory employed in making the radiative transfer
calculations is discussed in section 2. Section 3 deals with the 1'easibility
and application of an IRHS for stratospheric measurements, treating
the detection sensitivity, minimum detectable volimie mixing ratios of
stratospheric constituents, and line :;Napes of infrared absorption lines
in the stratosphere. The method of infrared spectral Brie inversion
is briefly discussed in Section 4. Res , ilts of solar-absorption
measurements and analyses of CO 2 and 0, lines made with CO,, - laser
and tunable-diode-laser heterodyne spectrometers are given in Section 5.
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described by Selby and McClatchey (1)72), Snider (1'', )75) and Goldman and
Snider (ly'(5) .
The element of column density (du) may also be written in terms
of the mass mixing ratio
du 
_ ^ (1,(P) sec A dP.	 (5)
where qi (P)= qi( P) mi /mT with the masses referring; to the species (i) and to
the avera,,e molecular mass of the gas. The absorption coefficient at
frequency v for species i is obtained by surnmi.ng the contributions from
all lines
k v = Eke
 (P,T)	 (fi)
where the absorption coefficient for an individual line may be written
k^(P,T) :-.: b	 k^ dv	 ^^(T) b(P,T)
	
(7)
where S-t is the integrated line intensity in cm 1 (cm atm) -1 and b
is the line shape function.
A convenient technique for calculating the absorption coefficients
Cor an individual line is based on separating the contribution from each
line into a wing contribution and a direct contribution near the line
center (v s v
o 
+ 5), where b is model dependent and in the present case
'
is chosen to be 3.5 cm 1 (Kunde and Maguire, 197 1+). The wing contribution
is calculated by assuming a Lorentzian line shape, and the direct contribu-
tion by using the mixed Doppler-Lorentz line shape (Voigt line shape)
formula for whici: the function b is
_ _l ^n2 1%2	 r ^	 e_tb(P,T)	 a ( n )	 n J
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the observed atmospheric spectrum (0.25 cm 1 resolution) is given
in Fig. 3 (Kunde et al. 1977).
(a) Sensitivity of a Heterodyne Spectrometer
In a heterodyne receiver, the infrared signal from the source
is mixed with coherent radiation from a local oscillator (such as a
(1102 laser rjr a tunable diode lacer) and the difference frequency signal
is detected by radio frequency techniques. The basic theory- and
sensitivity considerations of heterodyne spectroscopy have been
given in the literature. (e.g., Teich, 1971; Abbas, et al. 1976).
Here, we consider its sensitivity for detection of stratospheric
molecules.
The SNR of a heterodyne receiver is
S	 Ps
	 T 1/2
N 
= Ahv (B )
where 6 is the total system degradation frDm the ideal quantum detection
limit, T is the integration time, B is the bandwidth of a single
resolving element of the system, and P s is the source power contained
in the bandwidth and the etendue (AQ X 2 ) of a heter •_)dyne receiver.
Equation (13) yields an expression for the noise-equivalent radiance
of a heterodyne receiver as:
()Het - 3 
6hc
1 2 (W cm 2 Sr
-1
 Hz- 1)
X (BT)
Equation (14) indicates that the sensitivity of a heterodyne receiver
(13)
(14) ,.
6
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impr , ^ves rapidly with]Dnger wavelength, varying? as X 3j . In principle,
the spectral bandwidth (B) may be dFcrea:3ed arbitrarily for increasingly
,V
higher resolution, but only at the expense of a corresponding decrease
in sensit] vity.
We now estimate the minimum detectable coliTan density and volume
mixing; ratio. We assume a homogeneous isothermal atmosphere at
temperature T with unii'orm v , )] , ime mixino7 ratio qv1 and source surface
temperature T0 . Equations (1) and (2) then give an expression for
the minimum detectable vertical col1rn: density for the solar absorption
mode	 ,E
(R`	 )Plot
	
umin	 k (`I,P) B T	 sec 0
	
l5)
v	 v ^
The minimimi d.etectabl f^ v.)].ume mixing ratio then becomes
o v	 (R)Het	 1.^
--min
	
"',P B i'	 UT sec 0
	 ( ^ )
v	 v o4
where u  is the total vertical colurui density and T9
 is the solar
brigiitne.; temperature.
_i
For a moderately strong, atmospheric line (S I r_m l (cm-atm `) ,
k .. 50 (cm-atra) -1 and for instrumental parameters of B = 5 1liz,
T = 1000 sec,^,
	 30, sec P, = 1, the noise equivalent radiance and minimum
i
detectable vo_li u»e mixing ra tic are
(NER)llet ^' 8 x 10 
18 ( W cm-2 3r-1 Hz -1. )	 (17)
and
	
V	 P x 10 12 or 2 ppty	 (1£^ )^ni n
This detection limit ha s been derived only for
	
I
j	 obtaining an order of magnitude estimate of the sensitivity of an IRHS.
	
1	 P	
^
3
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rFig. 2 indicates that at this sensitivity alrlust all of tl,e important
stratus pherio .. ,nstituents may be detected wit!, a
het.ero,. gy re spe: trometer. Note that while 'r1;, (18) is bas:e^l	 :1
prth length of one air-class :;larlt paths at bal1.'.)n altitudes .':ill
lllorenoc this to — 20 air-I.Ylsses, with :l oL`Ilcoq-litan, iIlorca e in
sensitivity.
(b ) Meat ;2rel;lents of Stratospheric Absorption Lines;
The cnl.• lllat.ei transmittances `. ,r the t.lid-la'. itude :lulu^er
model attuosphere of Selby and McClatchey (1 , 1(2) and t he ^1^llu^e mixin;:
ratios of Fig.
	 are ;;ivetl n Figs. 3-c , . The computed spe: • t -n exhibit
absorption 
_lines of CO,,03 • CH 4 µ 11"d N.10- The Miter vapor ork-entrntioil
of the model atm.,spiiere was modified to yield I total verti. al ollunll
density o2' t "`t 'rt-atm, correswildine, to field cotlditions illri.,,; file
observation, dis^uzoed in section F.
Ail i2ilp)2'tRIlt considerat10I1 121 the tt.c'L15111'c'lllc'21t of l ine pro f iles and
in the subsequent• retrieval
	 infoi-wit-ion is the ty~pc , f lineshape
involved. 'he widths are on the order of 1 Gliz with narrow : ores .
The widths of moderately strozic, .lines of primaril,% stratosp tleriC
Inolecules (e.g.
	 are cn the .girder of R few hundred D4I:.
Representative lineshapes have becn computed for stratospheric (z
	 ltlu)
and tropospheric
	 12 lau and :- _ 0 lan e
 levels for the )+0.55 c m-
line of the )ol em l C01) band and are shown ill Fig. 7. At 45 call the doipler
half-width is 	 -1- ^ x 10­ 4 cm	 X24 A4l :0 RIld the core of the line is
essentiall y
 shaped by doppler broadening. For Av .treater than
-1.0 x 1J-3 cm 1 (50 \Ul-,) the lineshape is dominated by pressure
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The a`^raosphere is divided into N laye1 •s l ;5 iIl the	 went \:,`rte ` .
The verti:al tel:lperature profile TC z) .is asslu:led ^L• e\^llaate.i by
1.	 .;as 91l,:h as C0
:1:1a1^"^,itl., the abs^,rpti o;t line Of a well :,ixe.l	
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for the self-emission mode). An initial guess for the mixing ratio
profile qj in is made (j deiiotes the leveli
absorption coefficientsand transmittances
chosen set of frequencies vk are calculat
and in the iteration) . The
for an appropriately;cj 'inand Tin 
V 	 vk
cd monochromatically by susming
the contributions of individual molecular absorption lines as discussed
in section 2. An improved mixing ratio prof'i.leal'in+l is then estimated
at the levels corresponding to the peaks of t;he wei-ghting functions from
q1 ' III+l	 ql ' m (t-n Tob /.ail TU)
i
The -ompi_ete profile is interpolated from the corrected values
and the iterative process is continued until the calculated 
Tin 
converge
V
to the observed values of r ob over the entire set of chosen frequencies
V
in a least squares seise. The process is stopped when the RMS
residual is of the saine order as the noise level of the measurements.
The wei ghtin-; functic-:-, :i-rc chosen such that a s;, v 'ficient number
of levels are included for .i, , -erpolation of the gas mixing ratio
profile. The vcrtical resol.i..ion of the retrieved profile is then
dependent on the shapes of Lite we.J g'iti.ng functions, which are determined
by the line strength and tile, lower state energy of the transition.
if the weighting; functions are sharply peaked-, {,he : nver6ion procedure
converges in 15-20 iterations.
The mixing ratio profiles retrieved by i.Lverting synthetic (0 3'C114'
N20) and measured (CO.) absorption lines (Figs. 4-6,14) are shown in
f
Figs. 11 and .12. '1'!le initial guess profiles and the model profiles
(23)	 ii
4
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l
are also shown. These results deirinstrate the internalconsisten^•,y
of the method, and indicate that inversion of infrared absorption lines
measLued with sufficiently high spectral resolution can lead to vertical
concentration profiles of stratospheric constituents to heir.-lets
	 30 kin
with vertical resolution
	 4 kiii.
5. Atmospheric Absorption Meastu•ements
The atmospheric absorption measurements reported Here are based
on solar observzitions of absorption lines of CO,, and 0, in the 104m
band. The measurements were made with a CO,,-laser heterodyne spectro-
meter at Goddard Space Flighr, Center, and a tiuiablo diudc-laser heterodyne
spectroiaeL v at MIT.
A schematic o.t' the Goddard CO O -laser spe,, • trometer is shown in
Fig. 13. This :,ystan (Muummia , et al. l^ I''i) , presently inter-
faced with it 48" telescope at the optical Lest site in dreenbelL. MD..
employs a CO. laser as local oscillator, a I4-CdTe photodiode tit; a
mixer and two sets of IF filter banks. The high res',)luti.on filter
batik consists of 40 sequential filters of `,) NRZ resolution cover.111r;
a total of 200 MHz. bandwidth. The low resolution filter bank has
23 t'ilters o2' 50 NUIz. resolution with a total bandwidth of 1 GH:. and
one filter of 1 GHz bandwidth. The CO2 laser is gratint; timable
from line to line, so that the detection of atmospheric lines
is limited to those which lie within + 1.5 (, Hz of a CO2 laser litre.
This restriction requires knowledge of the line center frequencies
of the transitions to be .)bserved.
12
:_.,^^	 r
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Fig. 14 shows the observed profile of an atmospheric CO2 line
v0 = 90.7072 cm 1 ) measured oil Feb. 10, 1977 with tt ,.e low resolution
filter bank. The Doppler broadened core, foTTied at high altitudes, can
I
	 be identified. This lino was inverted and the retrieved mixing; ratio
profile for CO, is shown in Fig. 12. The computed absorption line
based on the ret-ieved mixing ratio profile is shown by the solid
curve in FiG. 14. The retr eyed profile shows that Cop i:, well mixed to
at lest 50 lzn, in agreQ.mert with i ndepende: t results. (e.g. Reiter
et al., 1975)
Fig. 15 shows an 0
3
 atbsurption line (vo _ 1044.407 cm 1 near
the c`02 - P(22) line in the 19.4pm band) measured on April 8, 1977
at various val,nes of air-mass (sec Q). The high and low resolution spectra
are shown on the le"t and right hand sides respectively. With in.•reasing
air-mass, decreasing intensities and increasing line saturati.on are
evident in both spectra. The.,e measurements are of a prelirdnar y nature.
This line, witi: lower state irar .ry of 707.:'1 cm 1 and lire strength
S -: 0.011 o•m 1 (cm .m) 1 i s not well suited for in ^ ,ers i on . How:,ver,
a measurement of this absorption line profile ao a Vunction of air-mass,
indicates the capnbi.l.ity of 1R FiS for investiglating the daytime variation
of 0 3 c.oncentx •ation in the stratosphere. The nightii.e variations may be
measured by making similar observations of the moon.
Atmospheric solar absorption measurements were made with a
tunable diode-laser spectrometer in Cambridge, MA., on Jan 2, 1077
around noon with the solar :zenith angle between 67 0 to 640. The
air temperature was 272 0 K with relative Humidity -,.. 50C
13
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A detailed description of the tamable diode laser spectrometer
and preliminary results have bee.i given el;ewhere (:'reeking and
Muetllrner. 1977). The spectrometer employed a liquid nitrogen cooled
FbSnSe diode laser as a local :)scillator and a IIgCd'i'e photodiode as a
s
	 mixer. "lie diode laser was continuously tunable over the spectral
range of 1010.0 to 1011.8 cm 1 . 'Pile total bandwidth (2ll) of the IF
filters used in these measurennents could be chosen as 200 rata. or '(0 Nita:.,
providing spectral resolutions of 0.0067 cut 1 or 0.0023 em 1 respectively.
The atmospheric spectrimr taken with a spectral resolution of
-10.0023 cm oil 	 2. 10'I'r, shows absorption lines of 03 in the
spectral range of 1010.,) to 1011. 8 cm 1 (Fig. 10. The spectral
data on the eight 03 lines identit'ied in Fig. lt ,b are given in ';'able
II. Since the atmospheric transmittance w:is not directly calibrate.?.
an absolute transmittance scale was e.stablished by normli:Alig to the
value at 1.011.2 cm l calculated from ar mid-Itttitude model atrnosphere
with a total water vapor content of 625 cm-aitnr (preo_pitable eater _ 0.50
CM). 'Phis water content corresponds to local conditions at the tine
of obser^-ations (Radiosonde data. National Weather :lervice).
The strong ozone lines with S
	
0. (inn cm-atm luiits) are saturated
(Fit.;. 16b). The saturation is particularly strornt; because the air-
mass during the measurernents was 	 2. 3 (sular ueni th angle L,50)
evert though the measurements were im9de around noon. Phe saturation;
results in a loss of spectral im'ornration t'r • om the upper stratosphere-
since the weighting furnctions for frequencies near lime renter peak
14
at heights — 25-35 km. A line of moderate intensity has to be used to
probe the upper stratosphere from the ground. In addition, transitions
with amaller values -.)f LS energy are needed to reduce the temperature
dependence. A comparison of the numerical values of S and LS
energy listed in Table III, shows that lines 3,4, and 8 are most
suitable for analysis. Lines 4 and 8 are sat^Lrated, but
line 3 with a lower value of S, may be ":;ed in conjunction with line
4 ^r 8 for analysis. The weaker lines such as 1 )z 2, with larger LS
values, have weighting functions which do not have sharp peaks and
are thus not suitable for inversion.
Lines 3 and 8, with line centers at v  = 1011.1039 cm 1 and
vo -- 1011.6636 cm 1 respectively, are shown at high resolution in
Fig. 17a,b. The retrieved mixint* ratio profile of 0 3 obtained
through an inversion of these two lines is shown in Fit;. 18. Because
of satc.ration of the two lines anal. insufficient resolution near the
line center, the retrieved -). profile is accurate up to heights of
about 25-28 kin only. A fixed -clue -)f q v = 2.() x 10-6 is assumed
at a iiei ght of 50 =, and the complete vertical profile is then
interpolated	 The retrie ',-ed profile cor esp:)nds to a tDtal vertical
03
 column density :..0.37 ,-m atm. This value compares with a column
density of 0.398 cm-atm of the mid-latitude model 0.
J 
profile shown
in Fig. 18.
The computed transmittances for the two lines based on the
retrieved 03 profile agree well with the observed values (Fig. 17).
The synthetic spectrum was calculated over the spectral range
15
lnlo. 9- 1011.8 cm-1 from the retrieved ozone profile (Fig. 16c).
The line parameters such as line centers, line strengths and
lower state energies were taken from the AFCRL line parameter
atlas (McClatchey et al., 19'(3) . The lialf-width I'or ozone used
was 0.07 cm 1. at NTP. No attempt leas been made to correct the
line centers in the synthetic spectrum to conform with the observed
positions.
A comparison between the observed and syntletic spectra (Figs.
lob and loc) shows that there are significant dii'feretices, indicated
by missing or extra lines.	 No attempt has been made to
achieve a closer match between the two plots,but the differences are
very -ikely due to inaccuracies in line parameters used. in gene.ating
the synthetic spectrum. Existing -ncertainties in the line centers
and intensities are evident when comparing v i line parameters c.'
Barbe et al (1977), Menzies (1976), and the AFCRL atlas (McClatchey
et al., 1073). FAtra lines cculd also be due to -)ther gases.
Conclusions:
The measurements and analyses presented in this paper indicate
the usefulness of heterodyne .measuremento in the infra;red for deter c.'.oci
of a large number of stratospheric constituents. The vertical mixing;
ratio profiles and the total abundances of some constituents may be
determined with high vertical resolution (.. !+ km) and the diurnal
variation may be ;'allowed by tracking the sun or the moan. interpreta-
tion of heterodyne measurements and the accuracy of analysis is limited
by the availability of accurate line parameters. A parallel program
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Table I. Some Selected Gases with Transitions
In the Intermediate Infrared
Accessible
Gas	 Spectral Region (cm 1)
i
0	 1000-1100	 }
^I
^	 I
3
NO
x N20
NO2
HNO3
L205
Ho
1r 0
H02
H202
C.G :
CCt,4
CFC,t3 (Freon 31)
CF2Ct2 (Freon 32)
CH3Ct,
c1to
C WNO2
Br:
CH-,Br
B ro
NHS
CH 
CH3F
*Line data known accurately for at least some lines.
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LI: T OF FIGURE::
Fi b;. 1. Geoinetry of ray path f,,r solar observations.
Fig. 2. Nominal !uiainc. ratio) profiles oC some stratospheric molecules.
The heterody ne detection lim-.t i'. , r gronuld-rased solar observations
is shown (see 9 - 1).
Fig. i. Atmospheric spectrnun at 0.25 .!m 1 resolution for ')00 to
1400 4m 1 spectral ranee derh-ed from observations of the
Moan. Spectral lines In the absorption bands of CO2'O3.II,,0,
N,, ,,), :Ind CH are identified. A synthetic spec Lrnuni based. on a
m: ,del atmosphere is also shown for ',mnpnrison.	 1
Fib;. I . Synthetic atinuspherio absorption lines of .,: one and CO 2'	1
Fig. 5. A :;ynthetie at.aosphcr 	 absorption line .T . d4
Fin;. C. A synthetic atm spiie.ri, absorption line
Fi`. 7. The lineshape k 
v 
IS is given: as a function of pv !',, , r the
mixed, the bcrent:-., fund the Doppler lineshapes for
n f! t.r )he i r
	
49 km) and, tropoe.pheri:. levels (. 	 12 km
and 0	 The c,.? line at	 cnn 1 is represented with
S	 =+. ^; X 1t^-4 
	 (cm-ata:` , . '_'iase:n^e broadening dominates
the line foruaV ,:-ii process evcr^vhere except in the upper
t;t! ftt.)sp'lE:'e. where 	 bro!idcn ng dominates in the
like center region (Av < 50 MH::).
Fig.	 WeIghting tluiction for the .,::one line of Fi 	 4 with line center
vo = 10 ,43. 1't'75 'm 1 , for frequent.ics with -^v (cm ) given by:
^1?0 4) 0.002 iX11 0.0013,(^) ^.^^t?lt^l (i) 0.^	 (	 __ (5)
t
(6) 0.00333 (7) 0.00500 (8) 0.0067 (9) 0.00833 (10) 0.01000
(11) 0.01167
Fig. 9. Weighting function for the CH), line of Fig. 5 with line center 
vo =
1228.8800 cm 
1, for frequencies with pv (cm 
1) 
given by:
(1) 0.00500 (2) 0.00583 (3) 0.00750 (4) o.009l,r (5) 0.01000
(6) 0.01333 (7) 0.01833 (8) 0.02233 (9) 0.02667 (10) 0.03333.
	 f
Fig. 10 Weighting functi ,- for the N20 line of Fig. 6 with line center
vo = 1252.5600 c.., 1 , for frequencies with ,^v (cm 1 ) given by:
(-) 0.00267 (2) 0.00333 (3) o.r04:_7 (4) 0.00500 (5) 0.00583
(6) 0.00833 (7) 0.01167 (8) 0.013-33 (9) 0.01667 (10) 0.01833 	 i 1
(11) 0.02167 (12) 0.02667 (13) 0.03333.
Fig. 11 The retrieved. volume mixing ratio profile of atmospheric
ozone, based on an inversion of the synthetic line shown in
Fig. 4. The initial guess and the nominal model profile are
i also shown.
Fig. 12 The retrieved volume mixing ratio profiles of atmospheric
N20, CH  and CO2 based on lines shown in Figs. 6,5.14.
The initial guess and nominal model profiles are also shown.
The retrieved CO2 profile shown is obtained from
an inversion of the measured atmospheric CO2 absorptionL
line of Fig. 14.
Fig. 13 A schematic of the infrared heterodyne spectrometer at
Goddard Space Flight Center. The source signal is mixed
1	 t
i
with radiation from a local oscillator at the ItgCdTe
photomixer. The (-1.5 GHz intermediate frequency (IF)
signal_ is then fed into the RF f.lter bank. The outputs
of the 64 filters are separately multiplexed, integrated,
and synchronously detected in the cal ulator. A magnetic
tape unit, a graphics data te rminal and a line printer,
enable storage display and retrieval of the output.
i	 o
iFig. 14 Atmospheric CO
2 k(8) absorpUon line measured at 50 MHz 	 }L
resolution.
Fig. 15 Atmospheric 0 3 absorption ]_ines observed in solar-)
absorptioi. mode as a junction of air mass.
I
Fig. 16 Atmospheric ozone absorption spectra taken with tunable
diode-laser heterodyne spectrometer with a spectral resolution
-1of J.00^ cm	 a A'3	 ( )	 sir.nle scan (b) An average of rive scan
(c) Synthetic spe(!trum based on the retrieved 03 mixing ratio
profile of Fig;. 18.
Fig. 17a,b Smoothed high resolution plots of the two 0 3 absorption
lines 03 and 118 Fig;. lt)b). The sylitheti_c lines based on
the retrieved 0
3
 mixing; rat:.0 profile of Fig. 18 are
M
1
shown with dashed lines.
Fig. 18.	 The retrieved volume mixing ratio profile of ozone obtained
1	 from inversion of the two observed lines in Fig. 17. The
nominal model profile is shown with the dashed line.
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